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Summary

The study was organised in two parts. The first involved a survey of representations of the arts and of creative activities in television programmes with high ratings for the target age-group, and in magazines oriented to a teenage market. The second, which was based on the initial findings, involved discussions held in a number of focus groups about perceptions of and processes of everyday familiarity with arts activities.

In both stages of the study we worked with a deliberately open conception of the key categories, 'youth' and 'the arts'. We posited that the category 'youth' was strongly differentiated in terms of age, class, and gender, and much of our analysis was devoted to this internal differentiation and to its correlation with attitudinal variations. In the case of the category of 'the arts', we worked with inclusive criteria in order to get at the full range of activities which might count as in some sense aesthetic, and we paid particular attention to the presence or absence of normative aesthetic criteria: that is, we were concerned both with establishing the spectrum of activities engaged in and with the frameworks by which this spectrum was articulated and organised.

We found that questions of cultural taste and the discussion of relative value were central to the lives of the young people we interviewed, and - as we expected - that these issues played a central role in the selective formation of identity and in intra-group discrimination. There was some disconfirmation of the stereotype of youth cultural practices as being oriented to action, direct experience, and group participation.

There was a marked absence of representations of high culture in the media.
texts we analysed, although at the same time there was an ambivalent recognition of the value of the elite arts. In general the distinction between high and low culture seems not to be systematically functional in media texts aimed at young people. This finding was confirmed in the focus group discussions: there seemed to be little rejection of traditional or elite forms of music, for example; although the greater or less possession of symbolic capital marked a clear difference, we found overall no strong sense of being excluded from the realm of high culture, or of having to choose between two strongly demarcated domains.

A more relevant opposition, and one that cuts across the distinction between high and low culture, is perhaps that between group and individual practices. In the media texts this clearly had a good deal of normative force, and non-group activity was consistently set up as a problem to be negotiated. Our findings in the discussion groups did not bear out the problematic nature of the opposition, however. The expected dichotomy between ‘elite individual’ and ‘popular-collective’ forms of activity was not found to be a major organising structure, although, especially in the case of working-class kids, the effect of peer pressure was partly to produce a conformity to the terms of this opposition which did not necessarily reflect the reality of practice.

We also found little evidence that high culture was rejected as feminised; the major exception to this finding was in the case of boys attending a private school.

Our central finding was that it is neither possible nor fruitful to think in terms of an undifferentiated experience of ‘the arts’. In the case of the drama groups, there was a striking discrepancy between those with cultural capital, for whom drama activities were an important source of a sense of personal worth as well as of developed communication skills, and those dispossessed of cultural capital, for whom traditional dramatic forms and practices were largely irrelevant to their interests. For the latter group, a set of ‘secondary’ goals, which emerged from a collaborative practice of storytelling and an affiliative display of group solidarity, tended to displace the overt ‘aesthetic’ goals foregrounded by the artworkers. We would thus wish to emphasise the crucial role of class and cultural capital in differentiating access to and forms of appropriation of the arts, and to warn against any attempt either to valorise ‘high’ culture in opposition to ‘low’ culture, or vice-versa; or to use popular culture as a site for the introduction of high cultural values. Maximum access to a range of cultural experiences,
and freedom to appropriate cultural texts in ways that the participants themselves deem appropriate, seem to us the desirable criteria for the formulation of policy in this area.

Media Representations of Arts to Youth Audiences

Preamble

The first section of this paper collects results from a survey of the way in which the arts are represented within media products popular with audiences between the ages 13-17. For the purposes of the survey, the category of ‘the arts’ has been given the broadest possible definition and includes popular arts (popular music, dancing, busking) as well as more elite forms (poetry, drama, opera). Where it appeared, however, that distinctions between elite and popular (or high and low) arts were made or were relevant, such distinctions have been incorporated into our considerations.

The survey has been selective and can only suggest some patterns which might be more fully tested by a more comprehensive study. Television programmes with top ratings for the target age-group were monitored for representations of arts or arts-related activities; teenage magazines were also surveyed for their representation of arts or arts-related activities. The trends emerging from this research informs the second part of the project - a series of interviews with groups of young people dealing with their attitudes to the arts.

While media representations may tell us a great deal about the way in which media audiences see themselves and their culture, it is important to stress that media messages are not absorbed whole and straight, without modification by their audiences. This survey can tell us about the messages sent but it will not tell us about the messages received from the media products analysed.

Similarly, one needs to be aware of the way in which the category of ‘the arts’ itself over determines the kinds of questions which can be asked and the kinds of discriminations it recognises. To examine youth attitudes to the arts in these bold terms is often to import terms and distinctions which are
not formally constituted within the subculture one is examining - or at least not to the degree they are formally acknowledged within the subculture of those who are doing the examination. The conceptual limitations smuggled in with the category of the arts will be evident in some of the results of this project.

As Sachs, Smith and Chant (1990) reveal, it is a mistake to assume that all young people make use of all media, or use media products in similar ways. Generalisations about youth interest in the media need to be modified with considerations of class, gender and race (at least), as well as by acknowledgements of different behaviours at different points in the teenage years.

For some examples of significant considerations: boys within the target age group watch less TV than girls, but watch more video movies; girls read magazines addressed at a homogeneous age and gender audience (the teenage girl of Dolly or Cleo), while boys divide into interest groups very early, benefiting from the wide range of male-oriented special interest magazines which cover afield from sport to mechanics to computers to the soft pornography of the ‘girlie’ magazines. Even magazines addressing common interests - music and rock culture generally, for instance- take on gender identities: the Edge, for instance, announces its masculinity through its emphasis on sex rather than romance, and through its deflection of a ‘soft’ interest in personalities by adopting a florid tabloid style of feature writing.

Notwithstanding these complications, one does need to start somewhere. This survey analysed a number of TV programmes over a period of a month and a half - all of them top rating programmes within the target age group: Hey Hey It’s Saturday, Neighbours, Home and Away, Full House, Hey Dad!, MTV, and Countdown Revolution. A range of teenage magazines were also surveyed, from Dolly and The Edge to Playboy and the ephemeral fan magazines spun off from successful soaps like Neighbours or supporting major international pop stars like Madonna. The two FM radio stations with a youth following in Brisbane were also monitored for two weeks.

From this survey some quite clear patterns emerged. However, before going into these patterns, one needs to stress again that these patterns cannot be expected to replicate themselves, unmediated and without transformation, in the attitudes of youth audiences. What they provide, though, is a set of
starting points where one might map points of divergence and similarity, mechanisms of modification and the reasons for such mechanisms, and a set of coordinates within which one might start to locate more precisely sets of assumptions, perceptions and ideologies about the relation between young people and the arts.

Representations of the Arts in the Media

As some of the earlier discussion papers in this project demonstrate, there is a repertoire of conventional assumptions which have motivated academic researchers' treatment of youth. It is conventional to think of young people as rebellious, but craving acceptance (the James Dean paradigm); and as victims of intense subcultural or peer pressure (the 'Leader of the Park paradigm), as well as parental misunderstanding (the world of John Hughes films). It has become automatic to regard young people as being at their most 'youthful' when engaged in explicitly subcultural, fashionable/popular, 'style-based' activities such as skateboarding, rap-dancing, or writing graffiti. As Angela McRobbie has suggested, the dominant British models of research into youth subcultures have conceived of youth 'almost entirely in terms of action and direct experience' (1984). This has the effect of excising the private experiences, the silent experiences, daydreams, the imagination, and so on in favour of those things we can see, photograph, count or 'objectively' describe. One can see how this would render invisible young peoples' interest in writing music or poetry, reading novels, or making solitary visits to the art gallery, the museum, the theatre or the cinema.

It has to be admitted, then, that an investigation into youth attitudes to the arts sets out expecting to find a string of gaps and silences; to find that youth attitudes to the art are almost entirely negative, that the popular arts form the bedrock of arts-oriented experience for most young people, and that highly visible forms of popular art (rock music, rap dancing) are closely integrated into the styles of youth subcultures.

To some extent, these expectations are satisfied. The elite arts are almost invisible in mainstream television programmes popular with the target audience. In one of the few exceptions to this observation, an image of the popular stereotype of the poet appears regularly on Hey Hey It's Saturday, bearing the Anglophobic name of Raymond J. Bartholomew, wearing a
beret and a cape, and delivering his cryptic, comical poems in a demeanour of high seriousness. His actual function is to read out entrants in a limerick competition, but he carries all the signifiers of an arcane, comic profession - the weird poet. Within most teenage magazines there is no attention paid to elite arts at all; popular music dominates, followed by television and film, and it is only in the slightly up market magazines such as Cleo that reviews deal with books at all. Within the male special interest magazines, there are no magazines aimed specifically at arts-related interests. The most comprehensive coverage of the arts within male magazines occurs, interestingly, within the girlie magazines, Playboy and Penthouse. In general, for an arts story to make it into the general interest magazines such as Dolly or Edge there has to be another more populist angle - such as Jane Rutter’s semi-naked flute playing.

It is true then that there is no systematic placement of the arts within most of the representational forms surveyed. It is also true that those images of elite art forms which did appear were stereotyped, often comic, and depicted as at best specialised and at worst alien. Popular arts were seen to be like the elite arts in that they, too, were expressive, but they were also seen to have a social role within the group or even a broader commercial/vocational role (e.g. for the budding popular musician or designer). This reinforced their social value and helped to differentiate them from the more private/individualised or less commercialised high art forms.

It would not be true, however, to see these attitudes as lacking ambiguity or contradictions. In one episode of Home and Away, for instance, two male characters were revealed to have genuine musical talent. One composed a song on the guitar and was seen as a richer and more complex individual as a result. His cleverness was not simply a skill, but a sign of something more substantial to his character. A second character revealed a skill on the piano, a skill coded as elite and ‘classical’ but also presented extremely positively. The character is depicted as slightly embarrassed by what is suggested to be a slightly feminised talent, and the narrative works to reduce this embarrassment and reveal the social value of his accomplishment. In both cases, the characters are endorsed by the representational codes. However, the narrative also supplies competing positions from which their attributes might be viewed. The songwriter encourages his protégé to perform in an amateur night which is exploited largely for comedy; while her performance is to be a breakthrough in self-expression, the genre of performances which makes it possible is burlesqued. Similarly, the piano player earns admiration
from the females for his skill, but at no point is the effeminacy of his accomplishment narratively defused by acknowledgement from the males.

In such examples, and there are others, one can detect contradictions within the attitudes to the role of the elite arts. While they may be socially useless they are also personally necessary. They are recognised and unequivocally acknowledged as legitimate, skillful and sophisticated methods of self-expression, but self-expression is itself equivocally dealt with. It is both rewarded and punished by the narrative. In such cases, the principle of self-expression is usually supported but its practice is often not. It is clear that the accomplishment of those skilled in the elite arts is valued and respected; this never results in its representation as a model of accomplishment to be emulated. Rather the idea of the artistic is deployed as a vehicle for moral lessons about self-expression, individuality, and personal integrity.

There are also contradictions within the very distinction we have so far used in an unproblematic way: that between the popular and elite arts. Music, in particular, is one area where the expressive and personal aspects (i.e. those most associated with high art) join with the social and commercial aspects (i.e those most associated with popular art). Similarly, the border between popular dance and ballet is often deliberately blurred - not only in the media representations we surveyed but systematically in mainstream movies like *Flashdance*, *Fame*, and *The Coolangatta Gold*. While this has not been empirically tested, we suspect that the distinction between elite and popular arts is much less clear and much less systematically functional in the media products aimed at this age group than is the case with adults.

It is possible that some of the distinctions we might code as those between high art and popular art are understood differently within this age group. For instance, involvement in individualised arts activities separates the individual from the group; media representations treat this as both necessary and worrying, and so the separation needs to be ameliorated or negotiated in some way. The crucial problem, in such representations, is the relation between the individual and the group - not the hierarchised perceptions of the art forms involved. In such cases, the popular/high opposition might be more properly understood in terms of individual/group oppositions (or, more negatively, alone/together) and thus negotiated in terms of the social effect of the activity rather than the expressive or personal function of the activity. This particular construction of the choices to be made, and the assessment of the social effects of these choices, is not confined to the arts;
the achievement of preeminence in sport, for instance, also requires this separation from the group and a private personal commitment - and is thus subject to highly ambiguous representations.

**Preliminary Conclusions**

From the evidence analysed so far, there are a number of points to be highlighted:

(a) There are significant gender differences to consider. The representations of the arts feminised them in a significant number of cases, and consideration of the arts formed a very minor part of the male menu of media products. The discursive link between the arts, the emotional and expressive within our culture makes this unsurprising but it also suggests that any comprehensive youth arts policy must recognise the need to address two different gender audiences.

(b) From the sample, there is very little evidence of a class factor in the attitudes to the arts, but it would be surprising if this trend were not reversed in interviews. The mass media beginning as it is directed to a fictionalised and homogeneous audience does play down and smooth over class differences more than most other kinds of difference.

(c) Popular music (on radio, on TV, on disk and tape) is clearly the dominant art form within this age group; its particular function may vary, and it is by no means an homogeneous field, but it is clearly a location where the demands of social, vocational and expressive imperatives are unequivocally met. There is no other such location.

(d) While attitudes to high art generally reflect the stereotypes and prejudices of the larger community, they seem less rigidly held by this age group. There is room to believe that judgements on particular art forms are made with a greater degree of contingency in this group than within the wider culture. This does suggest that conventional community attitudes which denigrate the arts are vulnerable to modification within young people.
(e) There is a deep and general ambivalence about the expressive, the personal, the exceptional within this group that over-determines the attitudes to elite art forms, exceptional accomplishments, high intelligence and so on. Membership to groups, where it is a strongly held motivation, does militate against some of the more expressive arts - creative writing, for instance. For these activities to be more attractive, it would seem that some integration of them within group activities would be desirable.

(f) There is much less ambivalence about the popular arts, simply because they are seen as seamlessly part of everyday life, and they are that part of the cultural terrain the teenager occupies as the dominant group. To attempt to turn these popular arts into training grounds for high art is thus a slightly risky business, in that it is very easy for this status to be changed and thus for their function to be inverted.

(g) Some popular arts develop in response to their repression, e.g. graffiti. To see such arts as the place to begin more sophisticated training - eg to develop fine artists in this instance - might well misunderstand the appeal of the activity in the first place. Rather than attempting to colonise selected aspects of everyday life and thus develop an interest in the arts, it might be better to consider allowing everyday life to infiltrate the assumptions of arts policy makers - not as a way station in an ever ascending route to cultural sophistication, but as an end in itself.

Youth and the Arts: Attitudes, Experiences and Involvements

Introduction

This section provides the second component of an inquiry into young people's exposure to, and attitudes and experiences of the arts and art related activities. The first part of our study consisted of an examination of the representations of the arts and creative activities as found in a number of media products - primarily television shows and magazines - which were selected on the basis of their known popularity with the youth market. The
present paper builds upon the findings emerging from this media research by focussing upon the ways in which arts activities impinge upon the lives of young people as evidenced by the results of a series of discussions with youth groups in the greater Brisbane area. We look not only at the groups’ perceptions of the arts but at the processes through, and extent to which these activities are incorporated and assimilated within their everyday experiences.

It is important to stress that the research we are reporting is both qualitative and exploratory in nature. There is no suggestion being made that our findings provide a representative over-view of the spectrum of ‘youth attitudes towards the arts’ -indeed, we strongly suspect that such a research goal would be almost an impossibility. Our doubts here are occasioned not simply by the sheer diversity which the categories ‘youth’ and ‘arts’ manifest, although this is an obvious and intractable problem. The difficulty also lies in a deeper methodological constraint which turns on the ‘accessibility’ - for want of a better term - which attitudes pose for social researchers. In essence, the issue is that of the danger of artefactuality which exists in any attempt to canvass attitudes, beliefs, perceptions -whatever - particularly when these concern phenomena which may well be, as in the present instance, discursively remote or inaccessible.

‘Attitudes about the arts’ are, in short, for most people, unlikely to exist or reside in the form of discrete and coherent bundles which can be readily handed over for inspection to interested researchers, and it would be reasonable to suggest that this situation is perhaps more extreme in the case of youth. There is nothing particularly unusual or alarming in the recognition of this fact; much the same could be said for many other social objects about which ‘attitudes’ are frequently elicited -class position, the environment, feminism, the economy. The danger comes in failing to recognise that the views or opinions that are obtained may be subject to the artefactuality of the research process rather than an embodiment of ‘the content of people’s heads’ to use Elizabeth Fraser’s apt phrase (Fraser, 1988:353).

Methodological Considerations

Our primary research technique - the focus group discussion (Morgan 1988) - was accordingly adopted as the most appropriate means of data collection. Focus groups share with most forms of qualitative inquiry the
minimisation of the degree of research artefactuality, but at the same time they have the advantage of yielding more concrete data than normally obtained through conventional ethnographic or participant approaches. In essence they are group interviews, although not in the sense of a continual interchange between the researchers’ questions and the respondents’ answers. Instead, the reliance is upon the interaction which occurs within the group as the primary means of data generation, based on topics supplied by the researcher who acts more in the role of moderator. The fundamental data obtained in this way are tape recordings of the discussions which are subsequently transcribed for analysis.

In addition to this basic material our observations have also been supplemented by ethnographic and observational research with a number of the youth groups who were directly involved in arts activities. The youth groups which emerged as our sample populations during the course of the research can be categorised into three broad groups, differentiated primarily on the basis of some prior or existing ‘arts involvement’ and, secondarily, along social class lines. Both of these dimensions proved to be significantly related to the types of experiences and attitudes that we discovered.

From the outset it was our intention to target at least one youth sample or group who currently had some ‘traditional’ arts involvement. The activity which proved to be most conspicuous and accessible was found to be drama, and accordingly we made contact with a variety of theatrical organisations which were known to offer specific youth programmes. It soon became apparent that such organisations were of two fundamental types and dealt with clearly contrasting youth populations. On the one hand were a range of organisations whose ‘clients’ were youth ‘at risk’: young people who had already been constituted as problematic in terms of their domestic and educational experiences and who were now in some form of official or semi-official relationship with state welfare agencies. Into this category we would place the young people who came into contact with welfare organisations such as the Brisbane Youth Service as well as those who were reached by various Community Arts Organisations.

In the research we came to focus in some depth on youth in Woodridge and Kingston, part of the Logan City area, a satellite town south west of Brisbane. Logan is a region of low income, Housing Commission dormitory suburbs with few recreational and transport facilities. It is estimated that half the population are under eighteen; understandably with such a
demographic composition there are high rates of crime, drug use and truancy among the young people. Many face a stark choice between remaining in overcrowded and/or broken families where abuse is not uncommon or leaving to be homeless, or, for some, becoming wards of the state. A number of Community Arts groups are active in the Logan area, in particular Street Arts Community Theatre Company and Feral Arts, who have co-ordinated their resources to work on a number of plays which are written for and performed by the young people. Significantly, these are plays which deal directly with problems these young people confront in their everyday lives.

The arts activities undertaken by them are therefore to be understood as being part of a wider programme of experiences to which they are exposed on account of their welfare or ‘at risk’ situation or condition. Such arts activities were not imposed as part of a surrogate educational programme, nor could they be viewed as overtly ‘therapeutic’. Nevertheless, they may well have had these consequences; for example, a number of the young people had progressed from near functional illiteracy to basic reading skills, in part through their participation in these workshops. It is difficult to say precisely what the nature of the youth involvement in these activities in fact consisted of. Indeed as we examine below in more detail, the conventional categories of ‘self-expression’, ‘individuality’ and so on, which are typically associated with such theatrical or other elite art forms, may well be inappropriate or insufficient as means of encapsulating the experience of these particular young people. We shall refer to this particular youth group as the Logan sample.

The second type of youth population we identified was also currently active in theatrical and dramatic art forms, but this time not as a consequence of welfare targeting. Rather, these were young people from stable middle-class backgrounds who had made a conscious decision to participate in the youth theatre programmes that were offered by the established Metropolitan theatre companies. Typical examples would be Contact Youth Theatre and La Byte, the youth theatre associated with La Boite Company in inner city Milton. Whilst the genesis of their involvement generally lay in some form of drama experience in their schools, their continued participation in the theatre workshops was purely volitional and subject to no other constraint than their own personal priorities and preferences. It was clear that the youth we spoke to in this category saw their regular theatre activities as a form of recreation: indeed, for many it was their preferred or dominant
leisure pastime. Because of their central city location the youth theatres cater for young people from a diversity of suburbs, although all participants we spoke to were recognisably middle class in conventional sociological terms. We shall refer to this youth group as the La Byte sample.

Clearly these two youth populations, despite spanning the social class scale, arguably provide examples of arts experiences and activities which are not typical of all young people. For the most part youth today are neither deprived and ‘at risk’ nor are they significantly committed to a particular form of ‘high art’ ‘theatrical experience. Whilst we do not want to underestimate the quality of the data we have been able to obtain from these two groups, we do not want to give the impression that this data is exhaustive of the range of young persons’ experience and involvement with the arts. Recognising this, we sought to contact a third category of youth who occupied, so to speak, a middle ground position: youth, in other words, who displayed no obvious traditional arts involvement, regardless of whether this stemmed from personal choice or from some form of state intervention.

The selection of youth within this category, in the absence of any conspicuous or accessible organisational sites through which contact could be made, was achieved on a more informal basis via local community and neighbourhood networks. The young people we approached were all school students currently between grades 9 and 11; one group was attending a fee paying boys’ school and another comprised a mixed gender group of state high school students. The former school places significant emphasis on sporting activities, although arts and music were encouraged optional components of the curriculum. Since it was a private school its pupils would be conventionally recognised as having middle class backgrounds. The state high school was located within a higher status suburb, although one that was within easy travelling distance of a number of less affluent suburbs. Our particular sample was, however, a predominantly middle-class group. We refer collectively to this third group of youth as the school sample. The fact that our data is perhaps somewhat deficient, then, in its working class representation - both students and young workers - should be borne in mind during the remarks that follow. We would argue that this is one particular group which deserves special attention in any future research.

The research with the youth samples confirmed several, but not all, of the suggested relationships concerning the arts activities of this group which
emerged from our media analysis. Moreover it has allowed us to view these relationships and processes with greater clarity and precision. Our discussion is organised into two broad sections. First, we present in a more straightforward descriptive sense the kinds of artistic tastes and choices which emerged from our conversations. What cultural or artistic activities did the young people we spoke with find absorbing and appealing? To what extent do they cover both the categories of high or elite and popular or mass culture? How are these different tastes incorporated into their individual and group identities? Each of the youth groups we spoke with had clear and firmly held preferences, particularly with regard to their position as consumers of music, television and film. There were many things that were common to the groups despite the class spectrum on which they were arrayed, and in some ways the most clear-cut differences that we noted occurred at the intra-group level. Again, it is important to stress the exploratory nature of this data; it is neither intended, nor can be taken, as a cross-sectional guide to contemporary youth cultural tastes. Perhaps the most salient observation we would make in this regard is simply that the discussion of these choices and preferences was something all the groups enjoyed, with the indication that these issues were central to their own lives.

In the second place we examine a less obvious, but equally significant, dimension in youths’ relation to the arts. In essence this is the manner in which arts activities are appropriated by young people, how they are incorporated within their existing experiences and frame-works, used, negotiated and made meaningful. The discussion of this topic deals primarily with the Logan and the La Byte samples, as it was during our discussions and observations of their respective theatre workshop activities that this emerged as a salient issue. The matter ultimately stems from the class-related differences between the two groups and turns upon the affinity that exists between the drama experience and the groups’ possession or non-possession of cultural capital. This form of arts activity appears to be selectively empowering, something that is recognisably and immediately usable as a means of individuation by the middle class La Byte youth, but far less so with the Logan sample where the pressures and reality of their common collective existence are a continual source of tension.

Tastes and Preferences

Given that the category of ‘youth’ is generally held to have emerged and stabilised around some notion of common or shared consumption styles, the
heterogeneity of musical tastes and preferences that was manifestly evident from our discussions is of some interest. Youth culture may well have much in common, but the differences and distinctions that the subcultural members recognise and insist upon are equally significant. Moreover, these tastes are employed as powerful mechanisms of intra-group discrimination and selective identity formation. For example, within the high school sample the grade 11 youth spoke disparagingly about the predominantly ‘heavy metal’ musical preferences of the ‘bevans’, ‘skin heads’ and ‘wild punks’ who they felt made up many of the lower grades in the school. At the same time there was disagreement between themselves:

(High School sample)

(IR = Interviewer)

IR: What about the local bands in Australia?
Ross: I don’t really like Australian music...it’s-
Ben: No...it’s too bland ... it all sounds the same
Emma: It’s not all that bad?
Ben: Yeah it is
IR: You said Midnight Oil?
Ben: Don’t like them
IR: In what way bland ... what do you mean?
Ben: It doesn’t vary ... Black Sorrows ... they all sound similar to a few of the other Melbourne bands..
IR: So it’s in the style?
Ross: They don’t seem to experiment that much ... they seem to have ... just ... strum the guitar, drums and base ... that’s it...they don’t experiment with..
IR: Why is that?
Ross: I dunno that’s just the way it is - that’s just what I’ve noticed about them - especially the local stuff.

Similar disagreements - although over different contents - were evident in the case of the ‘at risk’ teenagers in the Logan sample:

(Logan sample)

IR: So have kids around here got favourite bands or has everyone got their separate ones that they go for?
Colin: With me, I’m easy with any music as long as it’s not classical or country and western. Those two can all be burnt as far as I’m concerned. (laughter)
IR: What’s wrong with those?
Michelle: Whereas I’m the opposite I love country and western.
Colin: I hate - I hate country and western it is the most horrible sound ever made.
Natalie: I hate country and western, opera,
Colin: Opera I don’t mind
Sharon: I hate opera
Colin: There’s two operas I like. That’s Phantom of the Opera and ... um Cats. They’re the only two operas I’ll ever go see. I went to see Phantom of the Opera and I loved it.
IR: Sharon why don’t you like opera what’s wrong with it.
Sharon: It’s terrible music. It’s terrible voices..
Colin: That’s c’s you can’t understand it
Michelle: ( ) Latin
Colin: Most are in Italian
Natalie: I don’t understand what opera does - opera does to you

Whilst Colin’s nomination of his ‘favourite operas’ might appear questionable from a high cultural perspective, there was no doubt from his own standpoint that Cats and Phantom of the Opera represented a quite ‘distinct’ experience, recognisably different from the more prosaic music of his subculture.

particularly amongst the middle class school sample and La Byte young people we found there to be a general rejection of the ‘popular’ or ‘top 40’ music played on the established radio stations as well as the ‘house’ music of the more commercial discos. All groups, however, were regular radio listeners, citing the ‘alternative’ stations MMM 104, 4ZZZ and, somewhat less enthusiastically, B105, as their preferred choices. One thing which appeared to unite members of all of the groups was a detailed knowledge and predisposition towards the rock music groups stemming from the late sixties and seventies: Beatles, Rolling Stones, Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, Jethro Tull.

(High School sample)

IR: What would your favourite groups be now.?
Ross: Oh er-
Ben: Pink Floyd
Ross: Yeah.. I’m er sort of stuck in the 70s
Emma/Liz: Laughter
Ross: I like all these strange bands like er Pink Floyd..
Michael: That’s strange?
Ross: It is strange in many ways Led Zeppelin have a lot of, you know ... most of the time they’re straight out rock and roll but sometimes they sort of deviate. Jethro Tull ... they do some really strange stuff but they - they’re really good musicians...
Ben: Yeah I mean Pink Floyd and Led Zeppelin. They’ll change ... Pink Floyd got some really ... erm like hard song
Ross: They set out to do something different but these other bands aren’t
IR: What musically?
Ross: Yeah musically and lyrically..
Ben: Yeah

For Colin and Michelle of the Logan sample these preferences were by no means unusual - they were simply what they had grown up with:

(Logan sample)

Colin: Yeah Led Zep. There’s nothing better than Led Zep ... Floyd ... you know
IR: You like a lot of seventies alternative stuff?
Colin: T Rex
Michelle: Beatles
C & M: Beatles
Colin: They’re really alternative music
IR: So when you - what when you go to parties and things this is the sort of thing you like to put on?
C & M: Yeah.
Michelle: Get down to the Beatles
Colin: (laughs)
IR: Does it surprise you that most of you weren’t born when the Beatles made their last record?
Michelle: I grew up with all that music.
Colin: Same here I was brought up with T Rex
IR: Y’ parents?
Michelle: Yeah mum and dad are real - right into sorta the Beach Boys ...
and...

IR: So you’ve kept - you’re - you’re the children of - of the Beatles generation
Michelle: Yeah virtually.
Colin: My brother - my brother- basically I could say my brother brought me up. Mum and dad didn’t. Al taught me, and I grew up with his music.
IR: Right
Colin: J.J. Cale, yeah he’s ten years older.

Whilst the passive consumption of selective types of rock music was clearly an important factor, it was not the only form that musical experience assumed in the lives of the young people. More specifically, with the exception of some of the Logan youth, we found little evidence of a conscious or overt rejection of the more traditional or elite modes of musical expression. For members of both the school samples, musical production involving high and popular forms was in evidence. The range of instruments mentioned were piano, saxophone, trumpet, and clarinet, as well as guitar and harmonica. Ross from the high school sample had his ‘own’ band: ‘We like to deviate … do some blues some neo-jazz huhuh sort of rock jazz’, but he also played and sang classical music with Emma and Michael during school. The differential influence of class effects, both parental and educational, appears crucial here as the means of exposure to these elite forms of musical expression:

(High school sample)

Ross: I listen to late night jazz programmes … I think they’re really good and I don’t mind a bit of classical now and then and as a result of doing music … the last year y’know … you get opened up to more classical music
IR: What it didn’t really appeal to you before?-
Ross: No not at all … I didn’t know any really and now I love Vivaldi and I love Bach-
Emma: Yeah … Batch … huh huh
Ross: Batch huh huh.

Emma: I know I can only take a certain amount of of rock for a … while-
Ross: But I really like a particular style of classical music. I like Baroque music … y’know the Concerti Grossi..
IR: Well tell us how you actually came across this … was this
Ross: This was erm - it was one semester in music … we just did … Baroque music-
Emma: Started on classical...
Ross: and we did Bach ... Brandenburg Concerto..
Emma: Then we studied a lot of Vivaldi
Ross: Yeah we did ‘Winter’.
Emma: The Four Seasons..
IR: What, do you play them?
Ross: I can play a bit of them
IR: Do you - play em at school-?
Ross: Oh in the classroom?
IR: in the class-?
Ross: Yeah we play them
Emma: Yes it’s good we play Bach..

This catholic diversity of musical expression amongst the highschool students did not extend to opera, which was - Colin’s preferences notwithstanding - the art form of least relevance to all of the samples. The two members of the fee-paying boys’ school group had, in fact, only recently been to see La Boheme, then performing in the city arts complex. What were their reactions?

(Boys school)

Duncan: I liked that actually I-
James: Yes first opera I ever went to I-
Duncan: I thought it was going to be oh
James: Boring-
Duncan: I said ‘Oh nah we got free tickets’ ... we said ‘Oh no I can’t ... rilly turn - turn em down because they’re free or it’ll make me look like a real scum if I do ... so I took them and-
James: Thinkin’ you’d be totally-
Duncan: Totally borin’ but I could get by. An actually it wasn’t that bad I quite enjoyed it towards the end
IR: What surprised you about the Opera. I mean what was it about it that you liked?
Duncan: I thought it was just gonna be singing and no acting ... and ... the actin’ was ... I enjoyed the actin’
IR: Did you tell your friends you were going to see the Opera?
Duncan: Yep I told-
James: Yep
IR: And what did they say?
Duncan: One of my mates said ‘UURH yeah’ (laughs). ‘Nice one’
Duncan: I bet you’re rilly going to enjoy that you’ll probably run down on the stage an crash it down or summin’ (laughs)
IR: ... You - you told em before you were goin-?
Duncan: Yeah and afterwards I told it uh ... yeah cos that was when I thought it was gonna be rilly boring and I said no.- He said to me ‘no don’t go I can’t imagine you at the Opera (laughs)
IR: And did you talk to them afterwards?
Duncan: Yeah er I said ‘Oh it was pretty good’
IR: How would you rate it ... on a scale of say 1 to 10?
Duncan: Ah I don’t think you really can but ... I wouldn’t enjoy it as much as a rock concert-
James: You can’t - you can’t rate it cos-
Duncan: Or summin like ... but erm ... its just not ...
James: You can’t rate it because its the first one I’ve seen ...
Duncan: Yeah
IR: Well rate it in ... I mean if you had the choice of say ... going to see the Opera or ... watching the Broncos at Lang Park which would you have preferred to have done?
Duncan: Toss a coin
James: Watch the Broncos
Duncan: (laughs)
IR: You would have preferred the Broncos?
Duncan: Yeah if we hadn’t ever been to an Opera before I’d say take the Broncos tickets

Two of the themes which emerged from our monitoring of media representations of the arts were the possible feminine associations of elite or high art production and consumption, and the individualised as opposed to collective nature of such practices which may render them correspondingly less appealing for some young people. We found some evidence in our discussions that these were issues that they recognised, although the value placed upon them was by no means unequivocal. Moreover we found some confirmation that the image of youth cultural practices solely in terms of action and visible participation was an inadequate stereotype. Members of all the groups we spoke to, including the ‘at risk’ Logan sample, claimed to spend at least part of their leisure time in some form of private arts related activity. Listed were such ‘conventional’ pastimes as reading, story writing, drawing and painting, art gallery attendance, as well as more specifically subcultural pursuits: the carving of a wooden fishing lure, the
customised binding of a fishing rod and the decoration of a skate board.

The point that requires making is that, at least among the young people we spoke with, an individual/group opposition was not a significant discriminatory mechanism. A range of ‘private’ arts activities were enjoyed and at the same time participation in high or elite cultural production was not necessarily experienced as an individuated activity, as our earlier extracts from the high school groups discussion of their collective musical practices demonstrates.

In making this point we certainly don’t wish to underestimate the collective nature of much popular youth cultural activity. Clearly, doing things together also mattered for all the groups. Youth are almost by definition gregarious and the significance of many of their popular cultural experiences - rock concerts, stage acts and so on - cannot be understood outside the context of this collective consumption. Furthermore this appears to be one obvious reason why the necessarily collectively-produced drama and theatre workshops appear to be such viable modes of exposure to high or elite cultural activity with youth from all social classes (but see below for further comments on this issue). In contrast, it is difficult to imagine the private composition of poetry (but perhaps not its collective consumption in reading groups) or some of the other more individualised arts activities as having quite the same resonance or social effect with, for example, the young people in the Logan area.

The question of the ‘feminised’ nature of the arts was raised in a particularly vivid way in the discussion with the private boys’ school group where attributions of homosexuality with arts activities were raised as a possible source of disquiet amongst their peers. We think it is significant that this was the only group which took this at all seriously; for the others the stereotype of the ‘camp actor’ or more concretely the overt bisexuality of some of the rock bands, was something they recognised but to which they attached little importance.

(Boys school)

James: And ... I don’t know but you always relate poofthahs with the arts like ... you always see poofthahs doing hairdressing’ ... and-
Duncan: That’s sort of an art
James: Yeah and y’know ... and it’s been well known for ages that
pooftahs-
Duncan: (Faggots hhh)
James: Not all are poof - not all people who do ... arts are pooftahs ... but you know ... lots of men who do arts are pooftahs more than normal
Duncan: Yeah I reckon there’s about three faggots in our class ... (laughs)
in our art class (laughs)
IR: D’you think that ... is that something you think other kids think as well?
James: Yeah
Duncan: Yeah definitely
James: Definitely ... its ... that’s probably one of the biggest turn offs..
Duncan: Yeah ... of art ... yeah y’know it’s ... faggy
IR: Is that what they say at school?
Duncan: Summin- summin like that

They themselves, however, had just had the occasion to reflect more deeply on this proposition through a coincidental intersection of what they had previously regarded as opposed cultural elements:

(Boys’ school)

James: I just think lots of people who ... fellows who do art ... are pooftahs but then again on the other side of the board lots of people who do art - like there was this guy who is ... erm ... who we saw playing in La Boheme when we went backstage... he’s- he used to be ... the...one of the... players for Bath in England ... big rugby union ... and he’s a rilly big solid guy ... doesn’t sound like a pooftah or anything...
Duncan: We thought that they’d be sort of like... very meek people... who-
James: (timidly) ‘Oh yes I’m an opera singer’..
Duncan: (laughs) summin’ like that

Although there was little evidence of a direct ‘elite or individual’ versus a ‘popular or collective’ construction of art forms in currency with the youth groups, we found some signs, particularly with the working class Logan sample, that the dictates of peer approval might work to produce similar effects.

(Logan sample)

IR: What other things do you like to do then? Do you like ... listening to
music?
Michelle: Yeah.
IR: What sort of music?
Adriana: Music that doesn’t sound disgusting
Michelle: Milli Vanilli ... (laughs) ... I’m more into the sixties and seventies.
IR: How much time a day do you spend listening to music.
Michelle: This thing’s usually going all day. As soon as I walk in it goes on. As soon as I walk out it goes off.
IR: What sort of music do you like?
Justin: Classical. Like opera and all that
IR: Where do you listen to classical music, on the radio or, tape or.
Justin: Yeah tapes I’ve got um Phantom of the Opera and everything like that.
IR: Have you got a favourite classical composer?
Justin: Frank Sonata or whatever ‘is name is.
Adriana: Frank Donato.
Justin: Yeah him ... that’s ‘is name.
Michelle: More of Chopin.
IR: Do you think many kids like classical music?
Michelle: No.
IR: Why’s that?
Adriana: You go to a um ... Blue Light Disco and you’ve got everything but classical. They’ve got Bus Stop, Milli Vanilli.
Michelle: Yeah the problem is ... like if I turn round and a whole age group of my mates and said ‘Augh yeah I like listening to Chopin’ they’re going to think ... ‘what a fuckin “idiot”.
Adriana: Exactly. Yeah.

As the above passage suggests, arts experiences are not embraced or assimilated by an undifferentiated youth population; the clearest indication we have of this emerges from our observations of the contrasting youth theatrical experiences to which we now turn.

The Appropriation of the Arts: The Case of Youth and Theatre

Our discussion of the cultural tastes and choices of the youth groups has provided us with some suggestions as to where a youth arts policy
programme might be directed, but arguably our most valuable data emerged from a component of the research about which little has so far been said: the theatre activities of the Logan and the La Byte youth groups. Given the centrality of drama and performance to conceptions of high culture or elite arts then the interventions that are directed at youth in regard to this activity are of special significance. With the Logan and La Byte samples we found the most direct evidence of the concatenation of youth culture with the traditional Arts, but at the same time it was clear that the articulation of these two elements assumed quite different class forms.

We have argued that one important reason such activities are valued by the young people is because of their necessarily group or collective nature, but a fuller analysis suggests that this simple portrayal occludes a number of more subtle dimensions and processes which are operative. We note, for example, that the youth we spoke to at La Byte were unanimous that the communality of the workshops, and the friendships that were made in the course of these activities, were a major factor in their continued participation. Indeed there was a strong suggestion that their theatre friendship experiences were almost qualitatively different from those they had with their peers at their various schools.

(La Byte sample)

Dan: Um a friend of mine who goes here,
Jenny: Her school friends ... don't even believe we exist because um I was at a group last term who'd been together for a long time and we've become extremely close knit friends in fact we were all just like - our only friends were what we had at La Boite and we became an extremely close-knit group. And we still are. And so are most of my friends I've met through La Boite. My very closest friends. And ... um her other friends at school didn't believe we existed. They refused to believe - they hated her - they said, 'augh you're lying to us Jenny. Uh these people don't exist'.

Angela: You get theatre friends - it's sort of like you get theatre friends and you get school friends and they're so different ... its almost like ( ) and you find that your school friends ... that like have only two schools in their life don't know any ... other - like they don't know any other thing than friends from school. I mean it's impossible to have friends that don't go to school.

Helena: But people - like all my friends they say - augh like I try to
encourage them to come here. They just don't have the time and they don't care that I'm here.

IR: What do most of them say?

Dan: Augh they - say fairly derogatory things - but that may be for other reasons (laughter).

Dan: Every time I've been here I - every sort of group in the last six years we've always developed after a term or two a really really close knit group of friends. Me and two of my other friends we've always formed a really close group of other friends attracting people from close groups. Then we'd lose that group and form another group, lose that and form another group - it's something to do with La Boite

Helena: I think it's because you act like such idiots in front of each other that you know that your worst side, your bad side and you're so open with each other. It's sort of like you could you know each other inside out because you always see every single side of a person. You don't see their good side all the time

Matthew: I've never actually seen - you're not really judged here on - like it's not like - 'augh she's a bad actor'

Helena: Or what they wear or something-

Dan: Yeah - people are accepted - you're accepted from the start. People don't - instead of going - instead of being hated from the outset they assume you to be a good person - you're accepted. Then they discover you're a dickhead (laughter)

Angela: It's sort of like the opposite way round to school

Dan: Yeah

Angela: Like in school you have to - prove to get in - like for people to know you before they want to know you but this way they don't know who the hell you are - sorta like - 'come over here'

Dan: There's always new people ... there's so many people that circulate
through La Boite that you always find new people.

At the same time, however, it was manifestly apparent to us that the theatre activities were not just an enjoyable collective experience: they were also individually empowering in the sense of equipping each of the young people with significant social skills to add to their already high stocks of (middle class) cultural capital. Of all the groups we spoke with they were by far the most poised, self-confident and articulate; moreover there was a recognition by them that their drama experiences at La Byte had been a major influence here.

(La Byte sample)

(i) Helena: I think it widens your options when you get older. It builds your confidence so - in whatever job you do you’ll always have that ability to do it because of the confidence you get from something like this. I think it’s just a really good thing to have under your belt. There’s never going’ to be anywhere that you won’t use something like this.

(ii) IR: How typical would you say you were of kids around Brisbane?

Matthew: Atypical
Helena: (laughter)
Matthew: I think you find that people within drama - people are pretty much the same but-
Dan: Well you do get a spread in drama, the spread that is in a drama group is probably equal to the spread that you find outside. But I think you get a larger amount of more outgoing people in the drama

IR: Spread in what sense?

Dan: Well you do get - you do get the very shy people and you do get the very outgoing but I think um I mean the spread is the same distance sort of like between the most introverted and the most extraverted. I think you’ll find more people on the upper end of the scale than elsewhere.
Matthew: Um like when we went to Contact last week. They were a little taken aback by us (laughter) because we were I think - La Boite because it’s so - a lot of the acting is pretty informal um it’s
such a confidence boost - it's um when we go there I mean we're such strange people (laughter)

(iii) IR: Did you all come to it from school - Matthew you said it was from school that you first came here. What about the rest of you?

Helena: My sister
Angela: Through the paper. I just um - my mum's - I've loved acting for years and years and years but when you actually achieve ... doing something about it like actually join a group or ... something like that?
Dan: A daughter of a friend of my mother went here.
All: (laughter)
Dan: And my mother said you're a - said in a nice way to me - 'you're an emotionally weak person'. Like she didn't actually say that but I know ( ) (laughter). Six years ago I used to sit in the corner of the La Boîte room and just go ... 'people don't like me here' (laughter). Now I don't care people still don't like me but I don't care ...

The workshop sessions we later observed - a range of dramatic games, movements and sequences all of which served primarily as vehicles of self-expression and individuality - convincingly underscored these claims. There was no doubt, in other words, that for this particular youth group, their involvement with the youth theatre constituted a site not only of collective cultural interaction but, equally significantly, a setting which carried significant social and vocational benefits and advantages. All trace of any 'group' versus 'individual' opposition had been effectively merged.

With the young people in the Logan sample the situation was different. We want to make it clear that the following comments should not be interpreted as criticisms of the theatre activities that the youth were engaged in. We have only praise and encouragement for the efforts of the various arts workers we met during the course of the research. At the same time it appeared to us that the Logan youth had an almost qualitatively opposing conception of the drama workshops from that of the La Byte sample, in that for the former they were experienced more as a site or occasion for the collective sharing of their common biographies.

There was, in other words, a clear tension between what the artworkers
primarily wished to accomplish through the workshop setting - in essence a 'traditional' individualised exploration of characters, roles, motives and all the other paraphernalia of dramatic performance, and the collaborative 'story telling' project of the youth. It is difficult to convey the nature of this process purely descriptively so we will resort to using extensive sections from the transcribed tape recordings of the workshops.

The focus of the workshops was the reading and subsequent discussion of a section of the script from the play in which the youth were to perform, an entirely naturalistic drama dealing with the problems of accommodation and broken families. The central character is a teenager named 'Kerry', and the section of the script under discussion dealt with the conflicts leading up to Kerry's departure from home. The following section of the transcript recorded soon after the workshop was convened provides an example of this tension.

(Logan workshop: AW = art worker)

AW1: Well we might start... Justin are you aware of what we're doing here?
Paul: No he's got brain dama(hhh)ge (laughs)
AW1: Actually Paul I'm speaking to Justin at the moment so ... do you know what we're doing here or why we're doing or who we are or ..
(Art worker introduces new comers to the theme of the play and the workshop and the next section of the script is read through).
AW1: Well let's just open it for general discussion. Okay well ... what's happening in the story. Paul what do you think's happening in the story
Paul: I'm not sure. I'm just listening
AW1: Well wht-what do you think the story line is ... were you here when we were working on the script last week ..oh you weren't here.
AW2: (...) the script?
Paul: Nah I thought it was stupid.
AW1: Why did you think it was stupid?
Paul: All the fighting an' ... the smack in the teeth all that garbage ... that was totally stupid.
AW1: What's stupid about that Paul?
Paul: 'Cos ... I don't like this because I get smacked like this all the time.
AW: Paul ... Hugh when he's writing this, like he worries that he's talking about this kind of stuff and worrying how much he might upset you kids talking about this kind of stuff but he and all of us workers are of the opinion
that this stuff needs to be spoken about - that this goes on. Do you think that’s something we should be doing?
P: Nah
AW1: Why not (no reply ...)

Over the next hour and a half the format the workshop subsequently assumed was effectively an extended ‘struggle’ between the personalised theatrical goals of the art workers and the collective ends of the young people. Each of the attempts to ‘work through’ the script initiated by the art workers was transformed by the youth into an occasion for a round of collaborative stories which picked up in greater or lesser detail the particular event at issue in the script. What took place was a vivid illustration of the kind of affiliative display of solidarity achieved through the telling of ‘second stories’ which sociological conversation analysts (eg Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1978) have documented. In some ways we had already faced a similar difficulty in conducting the focus interview groups with this sample; their tendency for concretising their remarks by reference to their own family or community experiences had meant that more abstract sentiments in relation to arts were not easily elicited. In the case of the theatre workshops the continual departures from the script were eventually sanctioned:

(Logan workshop)

AW1: But do you think also that maybe Kerry - although Kerry doesn’t like Tony, that Kerry really does want Meg and Tony to be happy? Do you think there’s an element of that as well?

A: yeah

AW1: So he might be hiding the fact that he gets bashed because he’s hoping that Meg and Tony will be able to work things out?

P: We - we had um next door neighbours, that speak German, just like us, and we used to ou- our windows were just in the same direction all the time, you could see through that window, they could see through ours, and they had about three - two boys and one girl and they - as big as us: and they used to say swear words through the window at us, in German languages, and so they didn’t like the language that we said - the kids so they trotted up the window picked up big rocks, chucked it on the roof, all
the time, their mother and father didn’t do nothin’ about it. I thought - I thought I could do something about it. ( ) made me go out and pick up the rocks and then chuck them on the roof and as soon as the man from ( ) came out he- he I couldn’t see him he was hiding round the tree when I picked up all those rocks,? he grabbed me,? whacked me on the bum about ten or twenty times, you know what? ( )

Natalie: (Laughter)

Paul: Dad came outside and gave me another beating and then the next door neighbour told ‘him what was happening, like I was chucking rocks and everything and dad and mum grounded me for two - for two weeks in the house not allowed to go outside not allowed to go any where to friends’ place.

Adriana: Put it this way we used to throw oranges over to our ... (laughter)

Paul: I thought it was so funny, some other time the same thing was ( ) I took - I took eggs and chucked them - one through the window through my window. I used to shit-stir my neighbours all the time - everyday.

Michelle: We used to have a neighbour in Marsden. This chick was really dirty. I mean her kids she wouldn’t change their nappy for about a week.

Paul: ( laughter)

Adriana: That is disgusting. It is. It is.

Michelle: I turn around and I rung family services about it.

Adriana: Yeah I would’ve too.

Michelle: Anyway Youth and Family Services come along she knew it was me. .... and anyway she come over and she abused me, and she doesn’t mow her lawn - about a month between when she mows the lawn, so I went down to a friend’s place who owns a poultry farm and I got some really off eggs, and I hid them in the grass, and here she is mowing bboom bboom ...

(P&A: (loud laughter)
Paul: She must have had eggs all over the lawn mower.

Michelle: And 'er kids knew that I was goin': a do it I mean her kids were too scared to say anything. I mean she hit her young daughter she was about four and a half I saw her the next - heard a fight going on. I saw her the next day and she had her bloody arm in plaster, her mother used to beat them.

Adriana: Augh yeah there's a lot -

Michelle: So to get them back I got the kids all together 'n ( )

Paul: I used up eggs.. I walked down my street ( ) and I chucked an egg. It went straight through someone's car window, hit the man straight in the face. He was about your age.

M, P, A: (loud laughter)

Paul: He-he went in(hh)-int(hh)o hhh the telephone - telephone pole (laughter)

Adriana: ( ) as throwing oranges though

AW2: now now- no more throwing things ..we're going to - Can we have a conversation please

Clearly observable in this extract are the divergent frameworks which informed the youth and art workers’ participation in the workshops. There is no uptake of the art worker’s invitation to dissect the script characters’ (Kerry, Meg and Tony) motives or intentions, and instead Paul’s recollection of an earlier prank provides the catalyst for a round of affiliative stories all dealing directly with some minor instance of neighbourhood delinquency before the sequence is finally brought to a (temporary) halt by the second art worker.

It would be too easy, and quite mistaken, to read all this as simply indicative of working class rejection of an alien and unfamiliar cultural practice. The play was an important event for many (though perhaps not all) of the young people we talked to. Michelle in particular was hopeful that there would be important consequences for the Logan community:
(Logan sample)

(i) Michelle: I like the idea of Feral Arts and Street Arts. One, is they put across to the - to the youth that sort of go and collect the dole ‘n blow their money on dope and grog. They sort of pull them up and say well ‘listen there’s heaps of other things to do why don’t you come and join us Thursday or Wednesday night we’re doin’ a lot of things’ ‘n then it just - it keeps them occupied? I mean one out of five wouldn’t come down ... but, that other four, it just makes you feel good knowing that they’re actually doing something with themselves instead of sitting at home blowing the dole on stupid things.

(ii) Michelle: The attitude of a lot of parents that I know stinks. Sorta ‘Augh yeah little Johnny’s in bed blah blah ... blah blah blah’ when little Johnny’s jumped out his bedroom window and ‘e’s going down ‘n ripping it off the shop down at the corner. The parents know about it, but they won’t accept it. They won’t accept that their child is ... IR: Why’s that do you think?

Michelle: I don’t - it’s society full stop. You’ve gotta change the attitude of society before you can do anything. And that’s what we’re trying to do with Street Arts.

IR: What are you trying to do?

Michelle: Just sorta - like through this play we want a get across to mainly society b’t um - like the play’s about accommodation and what I’d like to see happen is - the society actually sit down and think well - wow there are a lot of kids on the streets. How can we help them?

(iii) IR: How are you going to get across to society. How are going to tell society?

Michelle: We’ve been trying to tell society it just doesn’t want to listen. So we’ve just gotta sit back and devise a plan and try and get it through with this play.
IR: With this play. Is that the main way to do it. Michelle: Well I mean, it's going to be in the papers and everything so, maybe if we get our ideas, that society should change, to help us. Well maybe it might get through. I'd be happy to see one family change.

Overall, we would argue that participation in the play and theatre workshops for the Logan youth is important for two reasons. At one level, the personal level, the individual young people do gain directly as a result of their involvement in the project. Several did tell us that they had 'learnt to express' themselves, that they had become more confident and better able to cope with peer pressure. However, it seems clear that the main objective or purpose in participating is the benefits to be gained by the whole Logan community. By dealing with the social problems endemic to the area - juvenile delinquency, street kids, homelessness and so on through the medium of the theatre, it is hoped that community awareness of these issues will be heightened and some changes in social attitudes will result. At the time of writing, workshops and rehearsals for the play had been underway for two months and the play was scheduled for its three performances (held symbolically in a disused and partly vandalised shopping centre). We rate this as a significant achievement of all concerned.

It seems, then, that the workshop objectives of the community artworkers - the development of individualised skills for the effective accomplishment of the theatre project - are entirely compatible with the personal aims and needs of the Logan youth. However we can detect a tension between their use of the traditional repertoire of theatrical methods and the more communal motives informing their attitude to the play. In some ways this tension between the individuating and the group or communal objectives reflects in microcosm some of the problems of 'institutionalised' approaches to furthering the development of arts involvement with young people generally, but particularly with disadvantaged youth in areas such as Logan. Future arts interventions, we suggest, should be fully cognisant of such potential tensions.
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